Glowsworth Lifts & Escalators
(A DIVISION OF GLOWSWORTH ENGINEERING LTD)

Glowsworth Lifts & Escalators is a division, or subsidiary of Glowsworth Engineering Ltd, that provides Lifts &
Escalators Service in the areas of distributions, as an authorized manufacturer’s representatives, sales / marketing,
maintenance, repairs, installation and commissioning of elevators.
We put the needs of our customers first. We firmly believe that this will help the company grow ethically and
professionally. Glowsworth Lifts & Escalators is one of the fastest, lift companies in Nigeria. We can more than
provide the kind of service you are looking for.
What is the secret to our success? It’s really quite simple. We listen to exactly what our customers require in order
to achieve the highest possible levels of service. As a consequence of listening to clients, we have developed
innovative, creative and dynamic products.
Our product range represents true value for money.
Rely on us to provide cost-effective, flexible solutions whether it’s lift maintenance, new lifts, lift
refurbishment or disabled lifts.

New Lifts
New Lift & Escalator Solutions
A fusion of inspirational and innovative concepts
At Glowsworth Lift & Escalator we set out to continuously develop the very best in representing, distributing, sales
& marketing of various brands of elevators manufacturers, maintaining and the installing of new lifts. Our solutions
and services are becoming recognized as being highly regarded in the industry especially in terms of performance,
reliability and of course, safety.
All of our products have been designed with total flexibility in mind. We are more than ready to meet the
challenging, innovative aesthetic and performance requirements of our customers.
From simple single functional equipment to high rise, high speed group systems operating at high speed, which use
the latest state-of-the-art industry technology.
Types of systems include traction, hydraulic, single units, escalators and walkways.
We have a wide range of lifts to suit all types of establishments. Let us meet your expectations whether you are in
need of:

A goods lift to transport stock around different levels of a building



An office lift or lifts for you and your staff



Passenger or scenic lifts



Hospital lifts or service lifts

Maybe you need special applications or bespoke designs. Not a problem for us!
If you would like to discuss having a new lift installed, be sure to get in touch today.

A fully comprehensive service
We provide all of our clients with a full and comprehensive service. Find out more about our product portfolio
range. Beginning with a simple stair lift or goods-only lift through to highly sophisticated, controlled, multi-group,
high rise, high speed passenger lifts, we have them all.
When it comes to new lifts and installations, our company has an experienced and proven track record within the
business. We constantly strive to provide:

Turnkey solutions with design, specification, through to test and commission. Expect to also benefit from
future product and service support.



Experience in working within the construction industry namely developers, specifiers and main contractors. We
also deliver through partnering.



A stringent network of manufacturers and OEM suppliers to facilitate exemplary value, design and product
support.

Efficiency isn’t just about energy
We are continuously researching, developing, assisting and advising our clients in helping to reduce their energy footprints. Our professional
consultants will provide advice on how to reduce your energy footprint and how to reduce associated costs by selecting the correct products
and systems. By monitoring the total costs, we offer realistic, efficient options that are positive financially as well as energy efficient to our
clients.
We fully understand that all of our customers want to achieve a high energy, efficient return on their product investments. Invest in our new lift
and escalator solutions to benefit from:- A diverse product range
- Open protocol systems
- Energy efficiency
- Proven design
- Bespoke designs
- Long term reliability
- Worldwide supplier support
Needless to say, we deliver products and services on time, to budget and to complete client satisfaction.
Become one of the many customers who repeatedly return to us for new equipment needs.

Product range


Passenger lifts



Scenic lifts



Hospital lifts



Office lifts



Goods lifts



Service lifts



Special applications



Bespoke designs

Type of systems


Traction



Hydraulic



Single units



Group systems



Special applications



High rise / high speed



Escalators / walkways

Benefits


Diverse product range



Open protocol systems



Breeam energy efficient



Bespoke designs



Proven design



Worldwide supplier support



Long term reliability

Effective Maintenance Programmes
Lifts, escalators, moving walkways and other types of vertical transportation are a major capital investment. They
play a crucial part of a building’s infrastructure. Just like other types of machinery, vertical transportation systems
need a reliable and effective maintenance programme.
We provide premium maintenance services to maximize the lifespan of your equipment while maintaining the
image of the building itself. Here are just some of the markets we serve:

Commercial offices



Shopping Malls



Shopping centers



Hospitals and the NHS



Health care support



Local Government



Heavy industries



Railways and airports



Marine and shipping



Hotels and hospitality



Private establishments

Rely On Us
Glowsworth Lift & Escalator’s consultative approach will help you prioritize the real costs associated with vertical
transportation systems. We ensure our clients benefit from maximum reliability and dependability in every project
undertaken. Attention to detail and safety is our priority. Here at Glowsworth Lift & Escalator we are committed
to health and safety for both our employees and people who use vertical transportation systems.
Rest assured, we never compromise on health or safety and promise to provide safe working systems. We also
deliver up to date advice and support. Glowsworth Lift & Escalator promises:

Honesty



Integrity



Flexibility



Transparency



Openness



Responsiveness



Professionalism

Glowsworth Lifts & Escalator embraces the latest technological advances in the world of vertical transportation.
We have developed an extensive range of maintenance systems that allows us to service the majority of systems
on the market. For your maintenance requirements, there’s no need for you to be tied to your original systems
provider. Let us carry out the task for you at cost effective competitive cost.
Achieving Our Objectives
Our dedicated team will carefully evaluate your objectives and plan sensible, uncomplicated levels of maintenance.
This will be undertaken and completed within a budget that represents great value for money.
We meet the needs of our clients in lift maintenance, new lifts; lift refurbishment along with disabled lifts. If it’s an
outside of the box project, Glowsworth Lift & Escalator can come up with the right solution.

Want to know more about Glowsworth Lifts & Escalators

LIFT MAINTENANCE
Challenge our inspiration
Like other forms of machinery, vertical transportation systems need a reliable, efficient and effective preventative
maintenance programme. That will help to maximize the lifespan of the equipment while maintaining the image of
the building.
Here at Glowsworth Lift & Escalator we are continually focused on developing and introducing new ways of doing
business. We also provide affordable maintenance solutions. If it’s an out of the box project or a tailor-made
bespoke agreement you’re looking for, Glowsworth Lift & Escalator is the perfect choice.
Flexible options
Whatever level of vertical transportation maintenance you are looking for, our levels of cover represent true value
for money. As a company we never compromise on quality, safety or customer satisfaction.
Each level of cover comes with a range of optional solutions, or if you’re after something special for your needs,
just ask. We have the answers and will more than meet the challenge.
Our ranges of agreements are:



SUSTAIN - Basic entry level with a range of options.



IMPACT - Improved response times and cost control coverage.



INTERGRATED - Optimum coverage and cost control with dynamic coverage.



BESPOKE - Fully individual tailor made level of cover and service.

What to expect from our lift maintenance services
As an established maintenance lift & Escalator service provider, Glowsworth Lift & Escalator prides itself on
excellent customer service and technical expertise. As with any type of equipment, old or new, planned preventive
maintenance is essential for an elevator’s longevity and performance. We can maintain any type of elevator from a
basic lift through to the most complex group or high-speed passenger lifts & Escalators.
Our range of lift maintenance agreements include:

Standard



Threshold



Semi-comprehensive



Fully comprehensive



Bespoke

Lift maintenance agreements
Our lift maintenance agreements are tailored to suit individual elevators. We always take into consideration the
following customer requirements, site conditions and importance of use. Want to find out more? Included in every
lift maintenance package with Glowsworth Lift & Escalator is a 24 hour/365 day a year call out service.
Our maintenance programme evaluates every component of your vertical transportation system. Each piece of
equipment will be inspected at the start of the service engagement period. Detailed reports are then produced to
highlight any areas, potential future concerns or factors which may affect equipment performance.
Our highly skilled team will ensure that corrective, preventative measures are put in place to protect your elevator
system. Simplifying maintenance is the key to our success.
We can maintain


Otis lifts



Kone lifts



Orona lifts



Schindler lifts



Pickerings lifts



ThyssenKrupp lifts



All Independents



Fujimoto Lift

We can care for


Traction



Hydraulic



Single units



Group systems



Special applications



High rise / high speed



Escalators / Walkways

We can improve


Downtime



Reliability



Efficiency



Availability



Ride quality



Cost expenditure



Power consumptionhttp://www.glowsworthengineering.com

